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Victim. Lover. Both? His dark game is seducing her-- just as it was when they were young.

How can he still have that power over her? Eighteen years ago, she saw him die.

Wealthy, selfish, and greedy, the McDowell family raised Carolyn McDowell--a foster child--like a modern
Cinderella. Neglected and ignored, good-hearted Carolyn adored scion Alexander despite it all, though even
he tormented her.

When Alex ran away one night, Carolyn followed and witnessed his murder, though she never told anyone.
Her beloved Alex died when he was seventeen. There was no doubt.

Eighteen years later, Carolyn returns to the decadent milieu of the McDowell clan to care for her dying foster
mother, Sally. As greedy relatives gather to claim their inheritances, a stunning stranger arrives, claiming to
be Alexander. To Carolyn's utter shock, Sally greets her "son" without question, and no one but Carolyn
believes he's a fraud.

As she delves into the mysteries of both the past and present, Carolyn quickly realizes that the resurrected
Alex is a dangerous combination of seduction and power. Is this stranger after the McDowell fortune, or is
he really, somehow, the Alex of old, come back to claim her? How can he be an imposter and yet know
family secrets only the real Alex would remember? Was someone helping him?

What would you do if the boy you loved returned almost twenty years later, and you fell in love with him all
over again--even if you were sure it couldn't be him?
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From reader reviews:

Roxie Spencer:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive at this point, people have
do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and
notice simply by surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated this for a while is
reading. Yep, by reading a publication your ability to survive raise then having chance to remain than other
is high. To suit your needs who want to start reading a book, we give you this kind of Shadow Lover book as
nice and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Gregory Mackenzie:

Here thing why this Shadow Lover are different and reputable to be yours. First of all examining a book is
good however it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as scrumptious as food or not.
Shadow Lover giving you information deeper and in different ways, you can find any guide out there but
there is no book that similar with Shadow Lover. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your own
eyes about the thing this happened in the world which is might be can be happened around you. It is easy to
bring everywhere like in park your car, café, or even in your way home by train. For anyone who is having
difficulties in bringing the paper book maybe the form of Shadow Lover in e-book can be your choice.

Wanda Stamper:

Shadow Lover can be one of your nice books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in language, easy to
understand, bit entertaining however delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort to
put every word into satisfaction arrangement in writing Shadow Lover nevertheless doesn't forget the main
place, giving the reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource info that maybe you can be certainly
one of it. This great information can easily drawn you into completely new stage of crucial pondering.

Matthew Simons:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information originating from a book. Book is created or printed or illustrated from each source that will filled
update of news. In this particular modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available
for you. From media social such as newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book,
fresh and comic. You can add your understanding by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to open your
book? Or just searching for the Shadow Lover when you desired it?
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